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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Kilkenny Recreation and Sports Partnership in partnership with Kilkenny County Council commissioned Callan Workhouse
Union (CWU) to undertake the planning, design and implementation of a consultation process of the future development of
a youth and skate park – as part of the new Riverside Garden (Linear Park) in the Abbey Creative Quarter in Kilkenny City.
CWU undertook a participatory design process from May to August 2017, with the aim to engage young people in thinking
about public space in their city and specifically to identify young people’s needs and design requirements for a skate park.
An ambition of the process was to imagine a youth space that is inclusive and open to all young people, as well as meet
the needs of local Kilkenny skaters. The process developed through a series of design-led workshops. CWU facilitated 11
workshops with young people in three secondary schools as well as with other youth groups (Comhairle na nÓg, Young
Irish Filmmakers, Foróige). Initial research and development arose through meeting key skate park advocates in the city
and understanding the recent community led initiatives towards a city skate park. The process culminated in a co-design
workshop led by Spanish architects Todo por la Praxis with a group of young skaters at the future site.
This report documents the engagement to date, the context and community involvement – it is a record of the process,
findings, observations, outcomes and recommendations. The overall process was documented with 11 workshops delivered
to over 224 young people over period of three months.
The process aimed to:
_engage young people in thinking critically about public space in their city
_engage young skaters in a co-design workshop to explore the elements and landscape of the future skate park in the site.

CWU built on the energy and experience of these previous community actions and gained valuable knowledge from key people
including Mick Greene (Kilkenny Skate Park Group/ Urban Sports) and JJ Bzuidenhote representing a group of 15 current
skaters in the city who identify themselves as ‘Paradicals’. Community action towards a dedicated skate park in the city has
now been on going for over 12 years, during which time various groups of young skaters have grown up and sometimes moved
on geographically, or moved on from the sport. This means that it has been hard to keep a core group engaged over this long
period of time.

1.4 SITE AND LOCATION
The site for the new skate and youth park is located at the confluence of the rivers Breaga and Nore, adjacent to the new
St. Francis Bridge. This location is part of the proposed Riverside Garden (Linear Park) within the Abbey Creative Quarter, a
major urban regeneration project, on the former St.Francis Abbey Brewery, 16 acre site. This city centre location forms part of
the historic Medieval core, with huge resonance to the industrial and cultural heritage of Kilkenny. The skate park site has an
excellent vantage point of a number of key historic buildings in the city, including St. Canice’s Cathedral, Kilkenny Castle and St.
Francis Abbey. It should be noted that the skate park site has come under criticism from members of the public as it is strongly
linked to the overall development of the Abbey Creative Quarter and the Central Access Scheme. The location, adjacent to the
bridge has a number of strong precedents internationally, and suits Ireland’s climate. In our engagement with local skaters (see
section 2) the location of the future park was understood as a huge asset, partial bridge cover gives shelter and the park was
considered to be centrally located with easy access once the Linear Park is developed.

1.2 STAKEHOLDERS
The steering committee included representatives from Kilkenny Recreation and Sports Partnership (KRSP) and Kilkenny
County Council and was led by Caitríona Corr (Kilkenny Recreation and Sports Partnership) and included Nicola Keeshan
(Kilkenny Recreation and Sports Partnership); Tony Lauhoff, Stephen O’Connor, Lindsey Butler Claire Goodwin, Brid Hynes
and Ronan Ryan (Kilkenny County Council) and Gretta Murphy (Kilkenny Childcare Committee).
The steering committee provided a framework and support for the process as well as feedback and advice. We met regularly
as a group throughout the consultation and the group’s expertise, commitment and experience became vital to the success
of the process.

1.3 BUILDING ON COMMUNITY ACTION
The future Skate Park in the Abbey Creative Quarter, is the result of huge community commitment over many years. Numerous
groups of skaters and their supporters have made various different approaches, reports and submissions towards developing
a skateboarding facility in Kilkenny City.
A skate park report submitted from the Urban Skate Kilkenny group in 2005 favoured an indoor facility. Later the group put
forward a submission to utilise the Old James Stephens Swimming Pool Building at Michael Street, in Kilkenny City but they
were unsuccessful. “Kilkenny Skate Park Report” (2006) indicated five suitable locations for a skate park including Riverside
Walk, River Breaga/ Nore confluence, two areas at the Water Barracks and The Closh. Kilkenny County Council had plans
for a skate park in The Closh but this was unsuccessful due to objections by local residents.
In July 2012, the Kilkenny Comhairle na nÓg put forward a submission to the council to make a case for the development of a
skate park facility. The group made their submission following their AGM which was attended by over 170 young people and
asked if they would put forward an urgent case to the council to develop a skate park facility in the city.
1. In 2005 The Department of the Environment invited submissions from County and City Councils for skate parks, and a report was commissioned by Kilkenny Borough Council in 2006 into the
best sites and type of public skate park for Kilkenny city. Author Séan Ó HArgáin wrote the report titled “Kilkenny Skate Park Report”, SCRIBD 2006, accessed 21 August 2017.
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1.5 SKATE PARKS
Skate parks feature as key elements in many European cities and/or are incorporated into existing recreational infrastructures.
Finnish architect Alvar Aalto is often credited with accidentally designing the first skate park bowl and thus influencing the
history of skateboarding. The original skate bowl takes its cues from his 1930’s Villa Mariea in Finland. It influenced many
swimming pool designs in California; surfers would skate the drained kidney shaped pools to keep active when the waves
were not suitable for surfing, these pools quickly became skateboarders’ ideal infrastructure.
Current skate park designs include elements and obstacles with transitions designed for adaptive use so that new combinations/
flows can be explored and rediscovered again and again. Many parks incorporating other play and social elements become
meetings places for young people of different ages, skill levels, cultures and abilities.
There are currently over 30 indoor and outdoor, private and public skate parks across Ireland1 with two new skate parks in
Carlow Town, and in Ballyfermot, Dublin 10 anticipated in 2017/18. Skate parks vary in quality and size but are predominantly
either bowl (transition style) skate parks or street skate (plaza style) parks, with most well designed parks being a mix of both
street style elements with transition areas.
The majority of skate parks in Ireland are outdoor concrete facilities with a handful of beginner plastic, Rhyno Plastic, skate
parks which are extremely slippery in wet conditions. Concrete is the most popular materially due to the smooth finish but can
still be dangerous in rain. Therefore partially covered and indoor parks are the best suited to the Ireland’s temperate maritime
climate. Bridges Skate Park is located under the M3 flyover in Belfast and offers protection from the rain and is a very popular
park with local and visiting skaters. Projekts Skate Park is another successful park sited under a flyover in Manchester in what
was otherwise an overlooked or dead urban space that is now skateable architecture.
A regular omission in the design of skate parks includes balancing the complexity of elements and transitions with adequate
space for beginners and advanced skaters and lighting for the dark evenings in winter. Other issues include access, seating,
capacity, security and safety, adequate maintenance and drainage. Very often parks will not have toilet facilities and often
lack lockers for personal belongings. Another major concern of skate park users is a lack of age limit restrictions being
maintained, with recurring problems of skate parks packed with younger users on scooters and flickers could be due to
inadequate signage and/or a lack of education around the appropriate use of the skate park for parents and younger children.
Young children can not always read the signs or anticipate the path of an oncoming skateboarder which can be the cause of
numerous collisions in skate parks.
Birr Skate Park was built in 2011 designed by London based Freestyle Skateparks (the oldest and largest design and build
skate park company in the world). They also designed Boblands in Lamberth in the UK. Birr Skate Park is a destination park
for many skaters in Ireland and it has a great balance between design for advanced and beginner skaters.

1.6 SUCCESSFUL CO-DESIGN PRECEDENTS
The Athy Skate Park in Kildare was built in partnership with Kildare Youth Services and Kildare County Council. Athy’s skate
park is adjacent to the Youth Cafe - the Youth Service run skateboarding competitions to encourage new and existing users.
The Play Park in Ballyfermot has been designed by London based Relational Urbanism (Enriqueta Llabres and Eduardo Rico)
an international urban design and architecture company. The initial idea of building a skate park was suggested by young
people who used the Ballyfermot adventure service. They made a presentation to the South Central Area Committee and

2. There are two centralised online guides that detail skate park facilities with comprehensive and interactive maps with skate park information and recommendations. The Boardroom a skate
park shop based in Greystones, Co. Wicklow (TheBoardroom.ie) and Wreckless (wreckless.ie) a skate shop and online store based in Gorey Co. Wexford.
3. The Play Park public engagement process highlighted young people’s interest in climbing elements, swings, tree-tops walkways, trampolines and tunnels as the most popular elements listed.
Water fights came out as the top favourite activity of the 71 girls and boys consulted in August 2016.

have lobbied for a skate park since 2011. A two-year long public consultation project managed by Irish Architecture Foundation³
was undertaken and the final Ballyfermot Skate Park Design was selected from a two stage open Competition.
Relational Urbanism have been working with the local residents since February 2016. They have worked closely with the
community and Ballyfermot BMX Club on their design that incorporated a youth space. The park will include a new skateboard
bowl consisting of a concrete skate plaza, skate bowls and skate transition area. The skate park also includes play areas,
fencing, grass mounding, pedestrian paths and bicycle stands with provision of CCTV and public lighting.
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1.7 PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Inclusive public spaces are vitally important for a functioning and healthy civic realm - enhancing and revitalising urban life
and encouraging new social encounters. Although Kilkenny is lucky to have a large open space such as the Castle Park,
teenagers still need a dedicated public space tailored to their needs. Participatory planning and design processes are a key
feature in developing public spaces that work meet the needs of the intended future users. As frequent users of public space,
young people rarely have the opportunity to meaningfully participate in designing spaces that suit their particular needs.
The public engagement workshops carried out with secondary school and youth groups (see below) focused on group
mapping exercises exploring ‘my Kilkenny’ and identifying ‘where I feel safe’ and ‘where do I feel unsafe’ in public space, as
well as examining the themes of threshold and movement within the city.
Many skaters commented that they are in a precarious position skating in the city, often being forced to move from site to site.
In the wider consultation young people commented on the lack of designated space for their age group to hang-out safely.
There was a strong consensus that there should be public/civic space within the city centre that creates opportunities for play
and a space for young people to meet and gather. The information gathered through the workshops can inform developments
to improve young people’s inclusion and access to public spaces in the city.

CWU DELIVERED WORKSHOPS WITH THE FOLLOWING GROUPS:
Foróige Group, The Drum, Thursday 8th May
1 Encounter/Movement workshop, 10 participants, Male and Female, (16-18 yrs)
Urban Sports Kilkenny/Paradicals, Ossory Youth, Desart Hall, Friday 26th May
1 Encounter/Movement workshops, 9 participants, All male, (12- 23yrs)
Colaiste Pobail Osrai, Thursday 25th May
2 Encounter/Movement workshops, 42 Physical Education Students & 12 Arts Students, Male and Female, 2nd years (13-14 yrs)
Kilkenny City Vocational School, Friday 26th May
2 Encounter workshops, 40 participants, Male and Female, 1st years (12-13 yrs)
Presentation Secondary School, Tuesday 30th May, 2 Encounter/Movement workshops,
26 students & 23 students, Female, 3rd year (15-16 yrs)
Young Irish Filmmakers, Monday 12th June at 11am, Screening of “Youth Street”,
Film Feedback and 1 Encounter workshop, 20 participants (including 2 skateboarders), (16-24yrs)
Comhairle na nÓg, The Drum, Friday 23rd June,
Feedback on public engagement process and workshop on participation, 6 participants, Male and Female, (16-18yrs)
Paradicals, Brewery Site, Saturday 1st July 2-4pm,
Jon Garbizu, Todo Por La Praxis, Youth Led Design Workshops, 10 skaters, Male, (12- 23yrs)
Urban Sports Kilkenny, Friday 18th August,
Feedback session on draft report, 3 skaters, Male, (17-27yrs)
Total of 11 workshops with over 200 young people.
Other public engagement work that informed the feedback on the Skate Park took place on Sunday 17th June during Ciclovia.
CWU spoke to over 50 people on their use of public space highlighting the areas of Kilkenny where people felt safe and
unsafe. Advice from the Steering Committee and meeting key people, including Kate Carroll from Comhairle na nÓg, added
to the consultation process as well as a key meeting with Mick Greene early in the process. Helen Curtain, Coordinator, LTI
Digital Media, Young Irish Filmmakers was also very supportive setting up and co-ordinating the screening of “Youth Street”,
filmed by skateboarder, Oisin Long, at Young Irish Filmmakers at the LTI Digital Media Centre.

1. CONTEXT
KILKENNY CITY: PUBLIC SPACE - A SENSE OF PLACE AND BELONGING
The eleven public engagement workshops with over two hundred young people (schools and youth groups) focused on young
people’s relationship to public space in the city centre - with a particular focus on their perception of safety and belonging. Individual responses varied greatly and a variety of perspectives emerged. When asked why they thought various spaces were
unsafe, opinions were influenced by a variety of factors including their own experiences, peer behaviour, the media, and age.
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maintained due to damaged, broken or burnt out equipment (goal posts, seating) and broken glass. Lack of public lighting
was a huge issue in relation to a sense of safety including the alleyways and laneways off High Street; the dark and secluded
laneways around St. Canice’s Tower and The Black Abbey.

We have collated the findings under five themes: My Familiar Space, My Social Space, My Open Space, My City Space and
Shifting our Sense of Space.
My Familiar Space: Home
Young people identified very strongly with their immediate home environment and their estates. Familiarity is a huge factor in
young people’s sense of belonging and safety.
My Social Space: School, Youth Groups, Sports Clubs
Areas cited as being safe to hang out included Secondary Schools, Ossory Youth’s Desart Hall, Barnstorm, Young Irish
Filmmakers, Foróige The Watershed, The Drum, Sports Clubs. It must be noted that a number of young people experience
levels of anxiety when passing the gates/grounds of another school and encounter large groups of young people that they
were unfamiliar with.
My Open Space: Parks and Rivers
There was very conflicting experience of the outdoor river life of the city. Opinions varied on the safety of swimming, depending on whether there was lifeguard supervision, the presence of life-bouys etc. Concerns were also raised around personal
belongings being safe on the riverbank. Young people over twelve years of age are not permitted to use the playground
facilities at the Castle Park. Anecdotal evidence shows that children as young as ten are asked not play on the equipment.
This segregation has been implemented for the safety of the younger children - in such a popular playground it does however exclude young people who are keen to play. The Castle Park age restriction does highlight the lack of dedicated play
or recreation areas for young people. Play is not a preserve of children and urban planning has often overlooked the play
requirements and needs of young people. There should be public space that facilitates opportunities for play and a space
for young people to meet and gather. The Castle Park was an open green space that is loved by young people in the city,
but beyond the grass areas many people felt unsafe due to the perception of drug dealing and/or drug and alcohol misuse
occurring in the overgrown areas of the park.

All workshop groups mentioned Kieran’s Street as an unsafe area. Some described experiences of bullying and intimidating
behaviour by older teenagers that hung out there smoking and drinking. Others mentioned the removal of the public seating
on Kieran’s Street as making the area unattractive for young people to congregate.
Participants highlighted the private businesses (including fast food outlets) which they used as social spaces and of which
they were often asked to leave.
Skateboarders in particular had experience of being moved on from many city centre civic spaces including the Parade,
Castle Park and the civic area next to the canal. Metal brackets were attached to the seating in the Parade to discourage the
skaters and no-skating signs were displayed in public areas by private businesses.
Positive elements identified in workshops to foster safe and enjoyable public spaces include: easy accessibility and proximity,
good seating, good lighting, tables, Wi-Fi, shelter, grass, lots of space and accessible late into the evening.

My City Space: Streets, Lanes and Footpaths
Kilkenny city centre’s medieval footprint is made up of network of small streets and alleyways. Young people’s perception
and connection to the city centre is determined by many factors including the amount of access young people are given by
their parents/guardians to engage with the cityscape unsupervised. Young people’s proximity to the city centre and their
socialising habits has a huge impact on their sense and belonging to the city and in turn their ease to gather and hang out in
public spaces. The following questions are essential to understand relationship to city life: Do you hang out alone in small or
large groups? Is the cityscape a play space for you - skating, blades or running? What are your attitudes to drinking, smoking
and drugs? Many participants cited their sense of anxiety entering into some public spaces in the city for fear of intimidating
or aggressive behaviour by older teenagers or adults. Participants felt a perceived territorial threat when encountering large
groups of other young people congregating. Some examples that were cited as being unsafe were spaces that were not

Shifting our Sense of Space
Outdoor youth space provides an opportunity for young people to build new social bonds. Public Space therefore needs to
encourage the opportunity to linger and congregate. The workshops revealed that there are worrying instances of intimidating
behaviour within Kilkenny’s cityscape. There are also instances when groups of young people congregating in public space
(without proper facilities -seating, bins, playscapes) is perceived as ‘anti-social behaviour’ for no other reason than being a
group of young people hanging out it in the city. This leads to young people feeling excluded from the public, social and cultural life of the city. Current thinking would suggest that engagement with young people, discovering alternative solutions, is
found to be more effective in curtailing perceived anti-social behaviour than excluding young people from civic space.

2. CO-DESIGN PROCESS
LED BY TODO POR LA PRAXIS
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LED BY TODO POR LA PRAXIS

2.1 PARTICIPATORY DESIGN PROCESSss
The co-design workshop, which took place on the 31st July, was the central activity of the overall public engagement
process and was led by experienced urban design architects Todo Por La Praxis (Spain) with a group of committed
young skaters from Kilkenny. The workshop aimed to fully familiarise all the participants with the site and context, which
led to a co-design process with both plan sketching and on site 1:1 marking. Throughout the workshop the skaters
concerns and doubts were recorded indicating points where the project could be developed. This report includes a
graphic translation of the ideas developed through the co-design workshop. CWU arranged all the mediation and
coordination of the workshop, through conversations with active skaters in the city prior to the workshop. This preengagement allowed for Todo por la Praxis to work with a dedicated group who were committed to thinking of design
solutions on the site.

2.2 AGENTS
Young Skaters From Kilkenny
The skateboarders who participated in this co-design process and workshop were JJ Bzuidenhote, Oisín Long, Isaac
Burke, Kevin Konopka, Conor Furlong, James Campden, Cuan Dignan and Lukosz Zganiacz.
Todo Por La Praxis
Todo por la Praxis, is an agency of mediation and urban co-production offering dynamic consultancy in tactical
urbanism and participatory processes. Their work provides new models of city development that enables new tools
and channels of communication and engagement between the varying stakeholders, as well as new models of
citizen co-management and frameworks for urban innovation.
TXP’s approach via urban mediation specialises in active participatory and co-design processes within the framework
of urban interventions directly linked to citizen initiatives. In the last 15 years, Todo por la Praxis has participated in
more than 90 processes linked to citizen initiatives. The collective is based in Madrid, where it concentrates part of
its work, as well as working throughout Spain, Europe and Latin America.

Masterplan for Abbey Creative Quarter, Kilkenny (Reddy Architecture + Urbanism)
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2.3 WIDER CONTEXT / SKATE PARK ELEMENTS / EXAMPLES AND PRECEDENTS

REUSED INDUSTRIAL DEVICES

INDUSTRIAL WATER TANK - FIBER

The workshop began with an informal presentation of previous urban co-design projects and various skate park
designs and elements that TXP has developed.

REUSED INDUSTRIAL DEVICES

INDUSTRIAL WATER TANK - FIBER

255
311

611

The group discussed:
302

302

- How the skate park integrates into the wider urban regeneration project.
- The integration of a pedestrian path crossing the area.
- A Safe Area for people to watch the skaters or hang around, integrated with the path. Taking advantage of the
topographic layout of the plot beside the bridge, an elevated seating area could generate stage situations similar to
an amphitheatre.
Technical aspects of the site were explored:
- The group got to grips with the physical landscape of the the site, exploring the perimeter and virtual limits of the
area. The low height space under the bridge was considered as a possible space for skateboarding. In order to
achieve this, digging would be required under the phreatic level. But once the archaeological sensitivity of the site
was stressed the participants began to think of devices built above the ground while keeping in mind the possibility
of lowering down the ground level.
- The associated budget to the project? Without a budget overview, the group proposed a complete and coherent
design - with the understanding that the specifications could be lowered depending on the budget.
_Examples of different skate park elements, projects, and construction methods where shared to start the design
conversation, including examples of how reused and recycled industrial waste can be transformed into urban
architectural devices. The two big silos on site held particular interest for the group - who noted the importance of the
silos as symbolic objects, adding cultural value and memory to heritage of Brewery site.
The group critiqued documentation of different scales of constructions, elements and and typologies: digged bowls,
surface half pipes, small ramps, fun boxes, ledges etc.. The participants began to discuss how these elements could
be organised to achieve a precise circuit.

Surface half pipe

Digged bowl

Among the different skate park examples that were shown to the skaters during the workshop, the above design “Skateprk HB, California” park was the
one that the participants identified as being closest to their ideal circuit. It includes a bandstand and an urban skate park design layout.

2. CO-DESIGN PROCESS
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2.4 PROJECT DESIGN. PLAN SKETCHES
After the participants shared their initial ideas and understood the general parameters of the context and site, we moved into the
second part of the workshop creating a series of plan sketches and ground plan schemes. The workshop started from a general
strategy to the placement and integration of elements and continued towards a precise design of the overall skating circuit.
The group put forward the idea of having an integrated chillout or rest area, from where it would be possible to watch people
skate, or socialise. The participants wanted to take advantage of the topography of the plot and the possibility of having a
grandstand area beside the bridge that could also serve to connect the lower and higher levels of the site. Grandstands could
also facilitate and help develop different cultural activities at the park, ideas such as performance, theatre, cinema, music, DJing etc.
Other discussions arose around the integration of the skate park with the wider linear park plan beside the river. Related to this,
and also understanding the relevance of the integration of the pedestrian path, continued the path through the lowest height
part of the bridge in the suggested design plan, using the path to outline the lower part of the grandstands. This layout provides
the highest possible height/area for the skaters underneath the bridge. Through this process three sections were identified and
located: the grandstands, the pedestrian path and the skating area.

Pedestrian path

The three general areas:
The Grandstands, Pedestrian Path, Skating Area’

Skating Area

Section Sketch
placing elements, sketch 01

workshop materials

20

18,2

27,5
14,3
11,9

23,1

9,3

26,8
39,8

placing elements, sketch 02
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2.5 DEFINING THE SKATING ELEMENTS AND SETTING UP THE SKATING CIRCUIT

A

7

PEDESTRIAN

ledge

This phase of the co-design workshop focused on the skating devices/elements and circuit, and was led by the
skaters and their expertise. They had clear ideas for the type of circuit they would like to have. The designs took into
consideration the likelihood that very little ground excavation would be carried out.

6

ramp + ledge

With all these conditions on the table, the participants perceived that the scale of the devices should go from higher
to lower going from the biggest device (example 1. Half Pipe), towards the smaller ones (example 5. Nipple) entering
the area under the bridge. Another criteria was to try to add as many different elements as possible to have an heterogeneous set of devices for different skills to be tried out. In such manner, and according to the trick order along the
circuit, the participants came out with the next list of possible elements:
1. Starting Point, the half pipe. Divided in two, one higher one and another lower, with an exit to the rest of the circuit.
2. FunBox
3. Curved Ramp
4. Stairs + Ledge + Handrail, in the height transition from the upper height of the plot, to the lower one under the
bridge.
5. Transitions Nipple to pass through or besides the pillars nicely, going from the Stairs to the Next Trick.
6. Curved or Straight ramp, and change the direction towards the last trick close to the river edge.
7. A Linear Ledge.

B

GRANDSTANDS

5

NIPPLE

BEGINNERS

4

1

HALF PIPE

3

2

fUNBOX

stairs

curved ramp
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2.6 PLANNING AND MARKING THE DEVICES ON SITE
Alongside sketching out the circuit and using regular markings, the participants began to mark the position of the
different devices on site on a 1:1 scale, in order to be able to test and confirm on site the different device sizes and
transitions needed. Starting from the first elements, half pipe, they marked out each object and in parallel, as the
pieces were drawn in a scaled plan, they were able to discuss many issues during the exercise related to speed,
distances, limits, heights and difficulty.
It is very interesting to note how carefully participants calculated the transition distances between tricks or elements
in terms of the phases of (see graphic below) 1. Prepared and Starting the Trick, 2. Doing the Trick. 3. Landing after
and, 4. Preparing for the next one. Depending on the difficulty of a previous trick, they would need more space to
recover from it before the next one. This was a good opportunity for all the participants to learn how complex the
configuration of a circuit could get regarding functionality and urgency.

trick 1

transition

trick 2

transition

6

trick 3

5

7

4

Start ( in )

the trick

LANDING ( out )

preparing

3
2

1

03. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
lorem Ipsum es simplemente el texto de relleno de las imprentas y archivos de texto. Lorem Ipsum ha sido el texto
de relleno estándar de las industrias desde el año 1500, cuando un impresor (N. del T. persona que se dedica a la
imprenta) desconocido usó una galería de textos y los mezcló de tal manera que logró hacer un libro de textos especimen. No sólo sobrevivió 500 años, sino que tambien ingresó como texto de relleno en documentos electrónicos,
quedando esencialmente igual al original. Fue popularizado en los 60s con la creación de las hojas “Letraset”, las
cuales contenian pasajes de Lorem Ipsum, y más recientemente con software de autoedición, como por ejemplo
Aldus PageMaker, el cual incluye versiones de Lorem Ipsum
lorem Ipsum es simplemente el texto de relleno de las imprentas y archivos de texto. Lorem Ipsum ha sido el texto
de relleno estándar de las industrias desde el año 1500, cuando un impresor (N. del T. persona que se dedica a la
imprenta) desconocido usó una galería de textos y los mezcló de tal manera que logró hacer un libro de textos especimen. No sólo sobrevivió 500 años, sino que tambien ingresó como texto de relleno en documentos electrónicos,
quedando esencialmente igual al original. Fue popularizado en los 60s con la creación de las hojas “Letraset”, las
cuales contenian pasajes de Lorem Ipsum, y más recientemente con software de autoedición, como por ejemplo
Aldus PageMaker, el cual incluye versiones de Lorem Ipsum
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3.1 FIRST COLLABORATIVE DRAFT
This infographic illustrates the overall results of the workshop. This is not intended to be a final design, but an accurate
representation of the ideas that emerged through the workshop. The draft design clearly distinguishes three main areas of
the project.
1. Grandstands - A Space for Encounter. Around this device (infrastructure) ideas emerged relating to future possibilities
of use around the skate park. On a regular day, with no special activities happening, this could be used as a resting area by
pedestrians passing through and a for the skaters to rest and gather. The grandstand could be easily adapted for different
larger spectator and cultural activities: skating competitions, DJ-ing, concerts, theatre, performance and outdoor cinema.
2. The Pedestrian Path is integrated through the lower height side of the bridge, and outlines the lower part of the
grandstands. This allows for setting up a continuous and uninteruppted skate circuit.
3. The Skating Area includes an area for beginners, and a 1st draft of a circuit and series of devices.

2 pedestrian path

1 SEATING

SaFe area, rest area
Possibility of developing cultural
activities, outdoor theatre, concert, DJ,
screenings...using it as an amphitheatre
(A) or stage (B)

Lockers
SCENARIO B

scenario A

3 begginers area

3 skating circuit

03. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.2 CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP:: QUESTIONS
The following questions arose during the co-design workshop:
Regarding the lack of height under the bridge
- Possibility to dig to get more height.
- Possibility to construct a contention slope, and evaluate the possibility of having an excavated bowl area.
- Creating a height transition between the covered (bridge) and uncovered skate areas.
The final definition of the urban limits of the plot (such as the connection with the main road and the road that goes
parallel south to north along the west side of the grandstands) need to be provided to allow for a full integration of the
project into the broader plan for the site.
Once all these aspects are worked out and conditions confirmed, then a suitable, functional and dynamic skate circuit
configuration could be developed.

3.3 CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP: FURTHER PROPOSALS
Here are further proposals/suggestions that the participants came up with:
The industrial heritage of the site could be enhanced by utilising the silos and integrating the structures into the skate
park design - as storage space and or shelter.
Lockable storage units need to be integrated into the park to secure movable skating elements. Users could add
and take away skating elements making the circuit adaptable for different abilities, as well as adding new ones made
during DIY skate-park workshops. A small area of lockers underneath the bridge to leave a backpack and valuable
belongings while skating would add to the overall safety of the site.
Add a device (no prototype suggested) to provide electricity supply (outdoor plugins), and Wi-Fi public connection.
Aware about the limitations, but having the experience of other similar projects across the world a strong idea came
around the concept of being able to have the devices supplied with clean energy (photovoltaic, e.g. solar panels).
Reserve some of the constructed items and new surfaces for Graffiti or Mural Painting contests. This could draw
varying participants and create opportunities for young people of different interests, backgrounds and age groups to
meet and collaborate.
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3.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

CREDITS

The co-design workshop participant’s dedicated engagement, their talent and their ability in understanding the
process was noteworthy. The skaters had common objectives and were able to arrive at consensus quickly as they
worked through the design, culminating in a very consolidated draft design.

Callan Workhouse Union team
Eilís Lavelle, Rosie Lynch and Orlaith Treacy

The participants are aware that this is part of a larger scale process that will take into account many layers of urban
planning. It would be essential to engage the existing participants, and others in further co-design/workshops through
all stages of the process from design to construction. The skate and youth park would benefit from the input and
expertise of the skaters - especially in relation to the skate circuit design.
The co-design workshop was a productive part of the public engagement process. The Paradical skateboarding
group are very keen to participate in the future design of the skate park. They are a huge asset to the future skate
park success and are really eager to be involved. Their main concern was that the skate park would be designed
without their input and it would have been a missed opportunity for them as a group.
The long-term, co-management responsibilities of the park with the skate park needs to be considered. For example,
a self-management protocol for organising the use of the locked movable devices. The skaters could be supported
to act as a collective to take on the responsibilities of maintaining aspects of the skate park. During the co-design
workshop, participants started to think in terms of being able to organise skate contests and integrated cultural and
sport events. Events where many different activities could be arranged and promoted by the users of the space, and
other citizens of Kilkenny. This idea would need to be harnessed and developed with some support provided possibly
through youth support providers and KRSP.

Co-Design Workshop
Jon Garbizu, Architect, Todo Por La Praxis
Photography
Brian Cregan
Steering Committee
Caitríona Corr and Nicola Keeshan (Kilkenny Recreation and Sports Partnership); Tony Lauhoff, Stephen O’Connor, Lindsey Butler
Claire Goodwin, Brid Hynes and Ronan Ryan (Kilkenny County Council) and Gretta Murphy (Kilkenny Childcare Committee).
Callan Workhouse Union would like to thank Mick Greene for sharing his experience in advocating for skate park facilities over
many years with the Kilkenny Skate Park Group/ Urban Sports. A huge thanks to skaters JJ Bzuidenhote, Oisín Long, Isaac Burke,
Kevin Konopka, Conor Furlong, James Campden, Cuan Dignan, Lukosz Zganiacz and Adam Marrow, for their commitment and their
considered feedback on the report and designs at various stages. Many thanks to all the schools and groups for engaging in the
process and especially Kilkenny Comhairle na nÓg members and Kate Carroll, Comhairle na nÓg Co-ordinator.
The public engagement process and report was delivered by Callan Workhouse Union and Todo por la Praxis on behalf of Kilkenny
Recreation and Sports Partnership, with support from Kilkenny County Council and Sport Ireland. This project was approved by
Government with support from the Dormant Accounts Fund.

Ensure that the skate park is suitable for young people with support, mobility and sensory needs. Additional play
elements, signage, communication needs to be considered. During the process we identified with the stakeholders
that the initial remit and scope was very broad and the design process needed to focus primarily on a skate park with
ancillary inclusive youth infrastructure. Further consultation young people with support needs to take place during the
design phase to ensure that the skate park is accessible for all users.
A skate park is the main feature at the site, but other elements can be incorporated to engage new skateboarders
and urban sports of various ages and abilities.
The significant Kilkenny Play Policy (2007-2012) focused on providing play provision for children and to highlight the
importance of play for both adults and children. The recreational amenities in the county include 19 playgrounds,
parks, outdoor gym, walking trails and sports pitches. The report monitored and reviewed facilities for children in
Kilkenny, which resulted in the increase of play provision for children in Kilkenny. The provision of spaces in Kilkenny
for young people (13-24yrs) would benefit from a study of equal focus and integrity.
Ideally information on young people’s access and safety and inclusion in Kilkenny City should be gathered every
3-4 years in order to assess whether or not recent changes, developments and improvements have been beneficial.

Kilkenny
County Council
Comhairle Chontae
Chill Chainnigh

